
  
 

DOGꢀ TRAININGꢀ CLASSESꢀ  
Dog'sꢀ Retreatꢀ isꢀ pleasedꢀ toꢀ offerꢀ dogꢀ trainingꢀ servicesꢀ ꢀ  

withꢀ withꢀ twoꢀ professionals.ꢀ ꢀ ꢀ  
Callꢀ Teriꢀ atꢀ 518-209-2136  
forꢀ classꢀ schedulesꢀ &ꢀ pricing.ꢀ  ꢀ  

ꢀ  
ꢀ  

POLITEꢀ PUPPYꢀ MANNERS:ꢀ ꢀ 6-weekꢀ classꢀ -  agesꢀ 8 toꢀ 18 weeksꢀ ꢀ  

Inꢀ Politeꢀ Puppyꢀ Manners,ꢀ weꢀ gentlyꢀ andꢀ effectively,ꢀ throughꢀ positiveꢀ reinforcementꢀ training,ꢀ introduceꢀ ourꢀ youngꢀ  
pupsꢀ toꢀ basicꢀ mannersꢀ skillsꢀ like:ꢀ ꢀ sit,ꢀ down,ꢀ recall/come,ꢀ stay,ꢀ wait,ꢀ watch,ꢀ politeꢀ leashꢀ walking,ꢀ leaveꢀ it,ꢀ give,ꢀ asꢀ wellꢀ  
asꢀ sit/staysꢀ andꢀ downꢀ stays.ꢀ ꢀ ꢀ Duringꢀ theꢀ courseꢀ ofꢀ ourꢀ skillsꢀ training,ꢀ weꢀ willꢀ alsoꢀ focusꢀ onꢀ theꢀ preventionꢀ ofꢀ problemꢀ  
behaviorsꢀ  andꢀ  commonꢀ  issuesꢀ  suchꢀ  asꢀ  jumpingꢀ  onꢀ  guests,ꢀ  biteꢀ  inhibitionꢀ  (puppyꢀ  biting),ꢀ  separationꢀ  anxiety,ꢀ  
housetraining,ꢀ barking,ꢀ digging,ꢀ chewingꢀ andꢀ more.ꢀ ꢀ Socializationꢀ isꢀ aꢀ bigꢀ highlightꢀ andꢀ temperamentꢀ trainingꢀ duringꢀ  
puppyꢀ play.ꢀ ꢀ $140 includingꢀ taxꢀ ꢀ  

ꢀ  

POLITEꢀ MANNERSꢀ 1:ꢀ ꢀ 7-weekꢀ classꢀ - 19 weeksꢀ toꢀ anyꢀ age;ꢀ beginnerꢀ levelꢀ  

Inꢀ Politeꢀ Mannersꢀ 1,ꢀ weꢀ gentlyꢀ andꢀ effectively,ꢀ throughꢀ positiveꢀ reinforcementꢀ training,ꢀ teachꢀ ourꢀ youngꢀ pupsꢀ toꢀ  
adultꢀ beginnersꢀ theꢀ followingꢀ mannersꢀ skills:ꢀ sit,ꢀ down,ꢀ recall/come,ꢀ stay,ꢀ wait,ꢀ watch,ꢀ politeꢀ leashꢀ walking,ꢀ leaveꢀ it,ꢀ  
give,ꢀ  sit/stay,ꢀ  down/stay,ꢀ  safe/politeꢀ  greetings.ꢀ  ꢀ  Weꢀ  workꢀ  onꢀ  commonꢀ  behaviorꢀ  issuesꢀ  suchꢀ  asꢀ  overꢀ  excitement,ꢀ  
attention/focus,ꢀ chewingꢀ inappropriateꢀ things,ꢀ attentionꢀ seekingꢀ behaviors,ꢀ greetingꢀ guestsꢀ andꢀ otherꢀ dogsꢀ calmlyꢀ  
andꢀ more.ꢀ ꢀ $150 includingꢀ taxꢀ ꢀ ꢀ  
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POLITEꢀ MANNERSꢀ 2:ꢀ ꢀ 6-weekꢀ classꢀ - dogsꢀ ofꢀ anyꢀ ageꢀ thatꢀ haveꢀ completedꢀ aꢀ puppyꢀ classꢀ orꢀ beginnerꢀ classꢀ ꢀ ꢀ  

Thisꢀ classꢀ consistsꢀ ofꢀ 6 Groupꢀ classes.ꢀ Inꢀ thisꢀ courseꢀ weꢀ willꢀ focusꢀ onꢀ fineꢀ tuningꢀ yourꢀ dog’sꢀ basicꢀ skillsꢀ atꢀ aꢀ moreꢀ  
proficientꢀ level.ꢀ Weꢀ willꢀ workꢀ onꢀ newꢀ skillsꢀ withꢀ moreꢀ challengesꢀ andꢀ moreꢀ distractionsꢀ forꢀ evenꢀ betterꢀ manners.ꢀ  
Thisꢀ isꢀ aꢀ funꢀ skillsꢀ challengeꢀ class,ꢀ whichꢀ includesꢀ skillsꢀ likeꢀ sitꢀ andꢀ staysꢀ withꢀ addedꢀ distractions,ꢀ place,ꢀ relax,ꢀ andꢀ anꢀ  
introductionꢀ toꢀ dogꢀ sports.ꢀ ꢀ ꢀ $150 includingꢀ taxꢀ ꢀ  
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